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Flexible Spectral Methods for the Generat ion of  
Random Fields with Power-Law Semivar iograms ~ 

Johannes Bruining, z Diederik van Batenburg, 3 
Larry W. Lake, 4 and An Ping Yang s 

Random field generators serve as a tool to model heterogeneous media for  applications in hydro- 
carbon recovery and groundwater flow. Random fields with a power-law variogram structure, also 
termed fractional Brownian motion (fBm) fields, are of  interest to study scale dependent hetero- 
geneity effects on One-phase and two-phase flow. We show that such fields generated by the spectral 
method and the Inverse Fast Fourier Transform (1FFT) have an incorrect variogram structure and 
variance. To illustrate this we derive the prefactor o f  the fBm spectral density function, which is 
required to generate the fBm fields. We propose a new method to generate fBm fields that introduces 
weighting functions into the spectral method. It leads to a flexible and efficient algorithm. The 

flexibility permits an optimal choice of  summation points (that is points in frequency space at which 
the weighting function is calculated) specific for the autocovariance structure o f  the field. As an 
illustration of  the method, comparisons between estimated and expected statistics o f  fields with an 
exponential variogram and o f  fBm fields are presented. For power-law semivariograms, the pro- 
posed spectral method with a cylindrical distribution o f  the summation points gives optimal results. 

KEY WORDS: random fields, permeability heterogeneity, fast Fourier transform, fractals, statis- 
tical properties. 

INTRODUCTION 

Random field generators are used widely as a tool to model heterogeneities 
in porous media (Lasseter, Waggoner, and Lake, 1986; Christakos, 1992; Pardo- 
Igtizquiza and Chico-Olmo, 1994) for applications in hydrocarbon recovery and 
groundwater flow. The generated field can be used as model (permeability) fields 
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for research work (Waggoner, Castillo, and Lake, 1992). Prediction methods 
(King and others, 1993) for many realizations of such fields can quantify the 
uncertainty of expected product recoveries. Random fields can be conditioned 
to hard and soft data. (Hewett, 1986; Hewett and Behrens, 1990; Emanuel and 
others, 1989), for example collected from wells, to obtain sophisticated heter- 
ogeneity models of the field under consideration. Here, we critically evaluate 
the first step, that is the generation of unconditioned fields with a specific mean, 
variance, and autocovariance structure with long-range autocorrelations (with 
respect to the dimensions of the sample field). In particular we focus on random 
fields with a power-law variogram structure, also termed fractional Brownian 
motion (IBm) fields (Mandelbrot and Van Ness, 1968), which are of interest 
for example to study scale dependent dispersion effects. 

A number of methods have been employed to generate random fields (Jour- 
nel and Huijbregts, 1978; Deutsch and Journel, 1992). First, we note that all 
available methods generate correlated random fields from a sum of terms and 
hence generate approximately multi-Gaussian fields. Most earth-science phe- 
nomena are not multivariate Gaussian but can be transformed such that the 
resulting variable is approximately Gaussian for example the logarithm of the 
permeability (Jensen and Lake, 1988). 

None of these methods have been evaluated critically as to their applica- 
bility to the generation of fields with power-law semivariograms. We briefly 
summarize here the limitations of the available methods. The Matrix Decom- 
position Method (Christakos, 1992; Yang, 1990) and Sequential Gaussian Sim- 
ulation (Deutsch and Journel, 1992) require correlation functions. However, 
correlation functions for power-law variograms assume infinite values for points 
separated by finite distances. Limitations of dedicated spatial methods (for ex- 
ample, midpoint displacement method) to generate IBm fields are discussed 
extensively by Saupe (1988) and Voss (1988). The Turning Bands Method 
(TBM) (Yang, 1990; Mantoglou and Wilson, 1982; Mantoglou, 1987; Tomp- 
son, Ababou, and Gelhar, 1989) can be used in principle to generate 2-D IBm 
fields but the ensuing fields suffer from poor statistics (Bruining, 1992). More- 
over, the TBM method is limited with respect to 3-D applications (Deutsch and 
Joumel, 1992). 

In this paper we investigate the applicability of spectral (Fourier) methods 
(Rice, 1954; Shinozuka and Jan, 1972; Saupe, 1988) to generate 2-D and 3-D 
IBm fields. IBm fields have a power-law semivariogram given by "y(r) = "yo r214 
where is the distance between points and H is the Hurst coefficient. The Hurst 
coefficient assumes values between zero (uncorrelated) and one (highly corre- 
lated). In order to assess the quality of the generated IBm fields we had to derive 
the prefactor in the spectral-density function for power-law variograms, which 
to our knowledge has not been presented previously. For our application visual 
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features "does it look like a natural landscape" (Voss, 1988) are not relevant 
to assess the quality of the generated fields. Indeed, the investigation was trig- 
gered by the observation that application of the Inverse Fast Fourier Transform 
(IFFT) algorithm to the spectral method (Saupe, 1988) leads to fields which 
have beautiful visual features but show poor agreement between expected and 
estimated statistics as calculated for each realization. We propose a new method 
to generate random fields. The method introduces weighting functions into the 
spectral (Fourier) method proposed by Shinozuka and Jan (1972). It leads to 
flexible and efficient algorithms. The flexibility permits an optimal selection of 
summation points (that is points in frequency space at which the weighting 
function is calculated) specific for the autocovariance structure of the field. 

First, we describe the use of the generating equation with weighting func- 
tions. Then, we discuss briefly the algorithms used to generate the fields. Fi- 
nally, in the numerical examples section we show comparisons between esti- 
mated and expected statistics of exponential and of IBm fields generated with 
different methods. For reasons of clarity we are concerned with aspects that 
inw)lve mathematical derivations in the appendixes. In Appendix A we prove 
that the generating function with weighting functions leads to a field with the 
correct expected statistics. In Appendix B we derive some expected statistics of 
a sample Gaussian field such as the standard deviation of the average, the 
variance, and the standard deviation of the variance. In Appendix C we derive 
the prefactor for the spectral-density function for IBm. In Appendix D we derive 
the prefactor for fractional Gaussian noise (fGn) for reasons of easy reference. 
For the same reason we also give the 3-D spectral density functions of IBm and 
fGn in Appendix E. We limit our examples to 2-D situations in order to enable 
comparisons between many realizations without having to make use of excessive 
computer time. 

GENERATING EQUATION 

We propose the following modified generating equation (Shinozuka and 
Jan, 1972) of a random field value (symbol list at end of text) 

N~ N2 

f (x l ,  x2) = ~ ~] Z (S2(o~)W(Wlk, Wzt)) l/z COS(WlkXl + WzlX2 + ~Pkt) (1) 
k = l  1=1 

for a two-dimensional field. The proof that Equation (1) gives a field with the 
correct expected statistical properties is given in Appendix A. In the equation, 
the indices 1, 2 denote the x- and y-direction. Application of Equation (1) 
requires further information on the phase angle ~b~t, the spectral-density function 
S2(o~u), the distribution of summation points and the weighting function 
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Table 1. Spectral-Density Functions 

2-D s d f  3-D s d f  

Exponential 
1 1 

7(s) = 02(1 - exp( - s /X) )  S2(w ) $3(0~) = - -  72 1 \3/2 1 2 

~ m  

7(s) = 7oS TM 
H27o 22H F(H)  2 s in(Hr)  //70 2H + 1 

$2(o~) = r2 r 2 S3(w) = 27rF(l - 2H)cos(HTr) o) 2H§ 

fGn 

//Vo 
7(s) = 7062 ._22627~ Eq. (D1) $3(co ) - -  , / [ . 2 0 ) 2 H + 3 t ~ 2  P(2H)sin(HTr) 

�9 ((s + 6) TM - 2s 2M �9 ((2H + 1)(1 - cos(w6)) 

+ Is - 61TM) + oJ6 sin(~6)) 

The random phase angle qSkl is distributed uniformly between 0 and 27r. In 
the spectral-density function, denoted by S2(~okt), we use the abbreviation r = 

~/w], + co~t and the subscript 2 to denote 2-D. A summary of spectral density 
functions for exponential (Mantoglou and Wilson, 1982) and fractal autoco- 
variance structures is given in Table 1. 

The distribution of summation points (see Fig. 1) colt, 6o2/is determined by 
the requirement that the summation in Equation (A2) approximates the integral 
in Equation (A3). The highest frequencies w~k, 602/are practically bounded by 
the condition that contributions of terms with higher frequencies in the sum of 
Equation (1) would make negligible contributions. However Equation (1) rep- 
resents, essentially, a Fourier transform. Consequently, we use frequencies col,, 
r in the range [ - r / b ,  7r/b) where b is the distance between points�9 We use 
the full autocorrelation structure of the field only if the integral of the spectral- 
density function over the thus-defined frequency space approaches 02 . In other 
words, it is only useful to generate a field with a certain autocorrelation structure 
if the points in space are distributed sufficiently densely such that they indeed 
contain the information on the complete spectral-density function (Press and 
others, 1992 p. 500). The preservation of the statistical properties depends only 
on having a sufficiently large number of points to get a reasonably distributed 
set of phase angles qSkt at enough locations to accurately and completely sample 
the spectral density. 
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Figure 1. Two distributions of summation points in 2-D frequency space 
used in this article. Left, even distribution of summation points; right, 
cylindrical distribution. For cylindrical distribution, trapezoidal rule in 
angular and Gaussian quadrature in radial direction is used. For Gaussian 
quadrature, n = 6 (3 negative and 3 positive points on line through origin) 
instead of n = 44 points for reasons of illustration. Value of weights is 
proportional to enclosed area (see also Table 2). 
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An overview of weighting functions and the distribution of summation 
points used in this paper is given in Table 2. We distinguish between Cartesian 
(1) and Cylindrical (2) coordinates (see Fig. 1). We also tried a nonequidistant 
spacing in Cartesian coordinates (Bruining, 1992) but it produced poorer results. 
The indices k, l in Table 2 run from I - N ~ 2 ,  N / 2  - 1] (Cartesian). For the 
cylindrical configuration we need a summation over both the angular part and 

Table 2. Examples of Weighting Functions and Distribution of Summation Points 

Type Weights W(Wlk, C02/) = Coordinates (wlk, COz/) = 

47r 2 (27rk 27rl~ 
Cartesian WI(Wlk)Wz(W:I) = /XWVSW2 -- (bN)  2 (wll"' ~ = \ Nb  ' Nb  / 

k, l = - N / 2 ,  . . . ,  - 1 , 0 ,  1 . . . .  N /2  - 1 

r ZTri 2rciq 
= ~ok/cos - -  sin (~ w2t) L N o '  fa)kl No J 

i = 0 , 1  . . . . .  N o - 1  

Cylindrical 27rWkt 
Wr(O~kt)Wo(Oi) = --:-:--- Wr(~kl ) 

/ V o  

we use Gaussian quadrature for w,.(wl, t) 
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over the frequency part (see Table 2, Fig. 1). In Figure 1, the summation points 
are represented by dots, and weighting functions by the area. For Cartesian 
coordinates only one quadrant is shown. 

COMPUTATIONAL ASPECTS 

We use four different algorithms to generate the random fields. All algo- 
rithms, except for Sequential Gaussian Simulation (SGS), are in-house devel- 
oped. SGS, as explained, is not suitable to generate fBm fields, but we will use 
SGS for comparison with the spectral methods as applied to exponential fields. 
The in-house developed algorithms are based on the solution of Equation (1). 
We distinguish two types of weighting functions. 

Cartesian Weighting Functions 

Equation (1) reduces to the original equation proposed by Shinozuka and 
Jan (1972) when we take the weighting function W(Wlk, W21) as being equal to 
the product of frequency spacings AwlAw 2 in an equidistant grid pattern. For a 
square field with an equal number of points in each of the directions we may 
select Awl = Aw2 = 27r/(bN) with N = NI = N2 where Nb is equal to the 
system length (see Table 2). Expressions of weighting functions and weights 
are given in Table 2. With Cartesian weighting functions we apply both Inverse 
Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT) and (straightforward) Fourier summation (FT) 
to Equation (1). The difference between FT and IFFT lies in the fact that FT 
can use more points in frequency space than points in actual space at which we 
calculate the random field values. For the same number of frequency points as 
actual points FT and IFFT lead to identical results. 

Cylindrical Weighting Functions 

It is possible to express the weighting function W(Wlk , W2/) in cylindrical 
coordinates (wkt, 0) as a product of two weighting functions that depend on the 
angle 0 and the frequency Wkt respectively (see Table 2). We restrict ourselves 
to the application of the trapezoidal rule to the angular dependent weighting 
function we(Oi). The number of summations for wo(Oi) is denoted by No. The 
"radial" dependent part Wr can be written as a product of the "radius" Wkl and 
any weighting function Wr(Wu) that is used for one-dimensional integration for 
example the trapezoidal rule, Simpson's rule or Gauss-Legendre n-point quad- 
rature formula (Press and others, 1992, p. 147-161) (see Table 2). Here we 
confine ourselves to the Gauss-Legendre n-point quadrature equations. The num- 
ber of summations in the "radial" direction is denoted by N r. Thus, we make 
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the substitution in Equation (1) N 1 ~ No and N2 ~ N,. Calculations with 
cylindrical weighting functions is effective computationally with respect to FT 
but less effective than IFFT. However, as we shall show in the next section, 
IFFT leads to fields that show poor agreement between estimated and expected 
statistics. Moreover the cylindrical distribution of frequency points is flexible 
and allows the optimal choice dedicated to the correlation structure under con- 
sideration. 

Random Number Generation 

For an overview on the use of random number generators we refer to Press 
and others (1992, p. 274-286). The adage of their text is to be suspicious of 
system-supplied random number generators. We use their portable routine ran3 

which is based on a subtractive method. 

NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 

We apply the algorithms described to generate 64 x 64 random fields. All 
fields consist of 64 • 64 points to allow easy comparison to IFFT. Table 3 
specifies the relevant parameters for the calculations. Our interest focusses on 
fractal fields. In order to illustrate the fields through a range of autocorrelation 
we calculated fGn fields (Mandelbrot and Van Ness, 1968, Appendix D) of H 
= 0.51 and 0.8 (both with 6 = 3b), and IBm fields (Appendix C) o f H  = 0.2, 
0.5, and 0.8 with the FT algorithm. Such a set can be used to study the effect 
of autocorrelation on displacement mechanisms. Figure 2 shows the plot of a 
single realization of each of the fractal fields. The trend from uncorrelated 
(erratic) behavior for fGn fields to the correlated (smooth) behavior of the fBm 
fields clearly is visible in spite of the fact that estimated statistical properties 

Table  3. Parameters for Calculations a 

Coordinates 6dmi n Wmax # Angular  summations Method 

Cartesian 7r ~r 128 • 128 IFFT 

64---g 
Cartesian r 7r 402 x 402 Fourier (FT) 

402b b 

Cylindrical r ~r 44 • 44 Trap. + Gauss. 

64b b 

aSequential Gaussian Simulation (SGS) (Deutsch and Joumel ,  1992). 
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Figure 2. Plot of  fractal fields for example logarithm of  permeabil i ty;  top: fGn 

fields with H = 0.51 and H = 0.8, bottom; IBm fields with H = 0.2,  H = 0.5,  
and H = 0.8. 

may deviate considerably from the expected properties. The fGn fields appear 
to be somewhat smoother because of the smoothing parameter 6 = 3b. The 
generation of fGn fields is as straightforward as the generation of, say, expo- 
nential fields once the spectral density function is known (see Appendix D). 

Exponential Fields 

We apply the four algorithms summarized in Table 3 to exponential fields. 
We use fields with an exponential autocovariance structure as a reference for 
conventional (nonpower-law) fields because it permits easy comparison to the 
programs provided by GSLIB (Deutsch and Joumel, 1992). For Sequential 
Gaussian Simulation we use the input file (SGSIM.PAR) provided by GSLIB 
but adapt for a single exponential semivariogram with zero nugget. We use 100 
realizations. For each of the 100 output fields with X = 4b, 16b, and 64b we 
calculate the omnidirectional semivariogram 

N' 

1 E ( f ( ~ )  - f(~j))2 3'(h) = ~-7  t= l 

where xi and .~j denote points in the random field and N' the number of data, 
separated by a distance h = Is - xjl. First we will compare the variograms 
and subsequently we will compare estimated vs. expected statistics of the gen- 
erated fields. 

Omnidirectional Variograms. Single realization omnidirectional semivario- 
grams of a 64 x 64 fields are noisy. The reason for this is as follows: unidi- 
rectional semivariograms from single realizations of  fields with long-range au- 
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tocorrelations are relatively smooth, because of the strong autocorrelations. 
However, these curves deviate substantially from the expected curves. Conse- 
quently, the curves in different directions also deviate considerably from each 
other. These deviations account for the ragged appearance of the omnidirectional 
semivariograms because the estimate fluctuates among variograms of different 
average directions when there are small changes in lag distance. 

The noisiness decreases when more semivariograms of different realizations 
are averaged. The semivariograms obtained as an average of 100 realizations 
are somewhat ragged lines. The resulting average of 100 semivariograms is 
shown in Figure 3. In the figures the smooth line, which is the same in every 
column of the figure, is the expected semivariogram whereas the ragged lines 
are the estimated semivariograms. We observe that straightforward FT with (402 
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Figure 3. Omnidirectional semivariograms of exponential fields; averages of 100 
realizations. Fields were obtained using parameters given in Table 3. Indicated in 
each figure are algorithm (FT, IFFT, etc.), autocorrelation length ~,, expected 
(smooth) curves, and estimated (ragged) curves. 
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x 402) frequency points shows good agreement. The quality of the field is at 
the expense of long computation times. IFFT generates a 128 x 128 field of 
which a quarter is retained. IFFT is extremely fast. There seems a small un- 
derestimate of the target variance for k = 4 and h = 64. A cylindrical distri- 
bution of frequency points yields acceptable results. 

Unidirectional Variograms. We calculate the unidirectional semivario- 
grams in the x-direction ([10]), and diagonal directions ([11] and [11]) (see 
Kittel, 1986, for notation). The resulting average of 100 semivariograms is 
shown in Figure 4. The smoothest line is the expected semivariogram. The 
unidirectional semivariograms are more suitable for a critical evaluation of the 
algorithm used. 

Statistics. The comparison of the estimated properties with the expected 
statistical properties of the field is useful for a further critical evaluation of the 
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Figure 4. Unidirectional semivariograms of exponential fields; averages of 100 
realizations. Fields were obtained using parameters given in Table 3. Indicated in 
each figure am algorithm (FT, IFFT, etc.), autocormlation length k, expected 
(smooth) curves, and three ([10], [11], [11]) estimated (wiggling) curves. 
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Figure 5. Statistics of exponential fields and power-law fields. A, compares expected standard 
deviation of average of exponential (sample) fields (line) to values estimated from fields gen- 
erated using various algorithms as function of relative autocorrelation length; B, as A but now 
for sample variance; C, as A but now for standard deviation of sample variance; D, as B but 
now for IBm fields; E, as C but now for IBm fields. Counterpart of A for IBm fields is infinity. 
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different algorithms. Figure 5 compares the estimated properties and the ex- 

pected properties. Inspection of Figure 5 also demonstrates the justification of 
averaging 100 realizations. For instance Figure 5C shows that the standard 

deviation of the variance of a single realization is about 0.25. Therefore, the 

standard deviation for 100 realizations is 0.025, corresponding to 95% confi- 
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dence limits of + 0.05 for the variance as shown in Figure 5B. Appendix B 
derives the expressions for the expected statistical properties such as the standard 
deviation of the average, the variance and the standard deviation of the variance. 
Table 4 gives some of the statistical properties estimated from the sample fields. 

Figure 5A-5C show that all algorithms, except IFFT, generate exponential 
fields that show fair agreement between the theoretical and the estimated statis- 
tical properties. Figure 5A shows that expected and estimated standard deviation 
of the average for IFFT disagree whereas all other methods are in agreement 
with the expected values. Similar behavior has been observed by Tompson, 
Ababou, and Gelhar, (1989). We note that a good simulation technique is not 
a technique that reproduces the expected values [as does simulated annealing 
(Deutsch and Joumel, 1992)] but rather a technique that has the correct varia- 
tions between realizations. 

Figure 5B shows the estimated variance, which is in agreement with the 
expected variance for all methods considered. However, in Figure 5C the es- 
timated standard deviation of the variance for the IFFT again is systematically 
lower than the expected value. All other methods show a scatter around the 
expected value. These conclusions are supported by the data presented in Table 
4. However, for the skewness and kurtosis the standard deviations obtained with 
IFFT show agreement with the values obtained with the other methods. Note 
that the estimated kurtosis is negative (platykurtic). This underlines once again 
that it is impossible to measure statistics of the full field from measurements 
only (Jakeman and Jordan, 1990) taken on the finite field with long-range au- 
tocorrelations (Jensen and Lake, 1988). 

Table 5 summarizes the performance of the different methods. Sequential 
Gaussian Simulation is the preferred algorithm for exponential fields for reasons 
of computational efficiency. 

fBm Fields 

We apply three algorithms to calculate fBm fields. The power-law model 
has infinite theoretical variance and consequently is not implemented in the 
sequential Gaussian simulation program of GSLIB (Deutsch and Journel, 1992). 
First, we will compare the variograms and subsequently we will compare esti- 
mated versus expected statistics of the generated fields. 

Omnidirectional Variograms. The semivariogram of 100 realizations pre- 
sented in Figure 6 shows that the FT algorithm with 402 • 402 frequency terms 
gives acceptable results. The estimated semivariogram, however, is lower than 
the expected semivariogram. Also, the algorithm is highly inefficient from a 
computational point of view. We observe that IFFT is not suitable to use to 
generate fields with power-law semivariograms. This algorithm, when imple- 
mented in commercial packages, is to be used for artistic landscape drawings 
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Table 5. Ratings of Statistical Properties for Generated Exponential and fBm Fields a 

Correlation structure Characteristic IFFT FT Cyl SGS 

Exponential 

fBm 

standard dev. of average poor good good good 
variance good good good good 

standard dev. of variance poor good fair good 
omni-dir, semivariogram fair good good good 
uni-dir, semivariogram poor fair fair good 
computation time (rem) 0.36" 50' 33" 10" 

variance poor good good NA 
standard dev. of variance poor fair fair NA 
omni-dir, semivariogram poor fair good NA 
uni-dir, semivariogram poor fair fair NA 
computation time (rem) 0.37" 50' 33" NA 

aNA = not applicable�9 rem: user time for one single field calculation on HP 90001735 @ 100 MHz 
and 128 Mb memory. 
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Figure 6. Omnidirectional semivariogmms of IBm fields; averages of 100 reali- 
zations. Fields were obtained using parameters given in Table 3. Indicated in each 
figure are algorithm (FT, IFFT, etc.), Hurst coefficient H, expected (smooth) curves, 
and estimated (ragged) curves. 
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(Voss, 1988). Finally, a cylindrical distribution of frequency points leads to the 
best agreement between estimated and expected semivariograms for all values 
of the Hurst coefficient. 

Unidirectional Variograms. We calculate the unidirectional semivario- 
grams in the [10], [11], and [11] directions. The resulting semivariogram is 
presented in Figure 7. The smoothest line is the expected semivariogram. Again, 
the unidirectional semivariograms are more suitable for a critical evaluation of 
the algorithm used. The algorithm with a cylindrical distribution of frequency 
points shows excellent performance, also for low values of H. Considering the 
computation times, it is noted that 83.5 times fewer frequency points were used 
for the cylindrical distribution of frequency points than for the " fu l l"  Fourier 
transform. 

Statistics. It should be noted that the average for fBm fields is meaningless, 
due to the infinite value of the lowest frequency part of the spectral density 
function (Sz(~kt)) "-* ~ as w --' 0. The expected standard deviation of the 
average is infinity. Finite values are observed only because we cut off (by our 
numerical procedure) the low-frequency part of the spectral density function. 
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Figure 7. Unidirectional semlvariograms of fBm fields; averages of  100 realizations. 
Fields were obtained using parameters given in Table 3. Indicated in each figure are 
algorithm (FT, IFFT, etc.), Hurst coefficient H, expected (smooth) curves, and three 
([10], [11], [IT]) estimated (wiggling) curves. 
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The low-frequency part, essentially, adds only a constant to all field values, 
which can be subtracted subsequently to obtain a valid realization. 

We use again 100 fields with 64 • 64 points to obtain estimated values. 
The variance (with respect to the sample average) of IBm fields is finite (see 
Appendix B). The IFFT shows an estimated value of the variance which is 
systematically too low (see Figure 5D). This was expected in view of the low 
values of the semivariograms (see Figs. 6 and 7). Figure 5E compares the 
estimated and the expected values of the standard deviation of the variance. 
Again, the IFFT shows values for the standard deviation of the variance that 
are systematically too low. The other methods show scatter around the expected 
value indicating agreement between estimated and expected properties. The 
skewness of the fields (see Table 4) is zero which is expected for reasons of 
symmetry whereas the kurtosis is negative (platykurtic). The results, summa- 
rized in Table 5, show the cylindrical distribution of frequency points to be 
optimal. It is efficient from the computational point of view and it has superior 
statistical properties. 

CONCLUSIONS 

�9 Sequential Gaussian simulation is the preferred method for generating 
random fields with an exponential variogram. The method is efficient 
from the computational point of view. There is good agreement between 
the expected and the estimated statistics. 

�9 The Inverse Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT) algorithm applied to the 
spectral method for exponential fields yields the correct estimated semi- 
variogram structure but fails to reproduce the expected standard deviation 
of both the average and the variance for fields with long-range correla- 
tions. 

�9 The IFFT algorithm fails to generate IBm fields with the proper statistical 
properties. 

�9 IBm fields obtained with the spectral method using a Fourier sum (FT) 
that involves a dense regular distribution of frequency points show good 
agreement between the expected and the estimated statistics. The algo- 
rithm is computationally expensive. When there is a sparser distribution 
of points, the algorithm converges to the same numerical equation as 
used for IFFT with the same inherent problems. 

�9 IBm fields obtained using a spectral method that involves a cylindrical 
distribution of frequency points and the application of Gaussian quad- 
rature is superior to FT. It is more efficient from the computational point 
of view and leads to superior statistical properties. 
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NOTATION 

b 
B(zl, Z2) 
C 
E[] 
f (xl, x2) 
1F2(a; b, c; z) 
g(xl, x2, X3) 
h 
H 
L 
N 
/- 

r 

s 

s, 
xi 
Ax 
w(~,k, o~2t) 

distance between neighboring points 
beta function for zl, z2 
autocovariance function 
expectation operator 
random 2-D field 
hypergeometric series 
random 3-D field 
distance between points 
Hurst coefficient 
length of sample field 
number of summations in one direction 
distance between points 
position of point in space 
distance between points 
i-D-spectral density function i = 1, 2, 3 
x, y, z position for i = 1, 2, 3 
spacing 
weighting function (see Table 2) 

Greek: 
-y 

% 
r(Zl) 
6 
Ac0 

semivariogmm 
variance parameter for fBm 
gamma function for z 1 
smoothing parameter for fGn 
frquency spacing 
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0 
), 

p 
0 .2 

o) 

O)k/ 

Subscripts: 
1 
2 
3 
i 
k, l, m 
r 

O 

angle in frequency space 
correlation length 
expected average 
variance 
random phase angle 
frequency 

x-direction or 1-D 
y-direction or 2-D 
z-direction or 3-D 
i = 1, 2, 3 direction index or summation index 
frequency summation indexes 
radial 
angular 
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APPENDIX A. EXPECTED STATISTICS OF EQ. 1 FIELDS 

Here we  prove that Equation (1) leads to a 2-D field with the correct, 
expected statistical properties when weighting functions are introduced. First, 
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by vilaue of  the central limit theorem (Rice, 1954), the field values tend to be 
distributed normally when Equation (1) is applied. Second, the expected average 
value E[f(xl, x2)] = 0. Indeed, application of  the expectation operator to Equa- 
tion (1) gives 

NI N2 

E[f(xl, x2)] = ~ ~ ~ (S2(o:kt)W(Ohk, 0:2;)) 1:2 
k = l  1=1 

�9 E[cos(wlkxl + 0221X2 "]- ~kl)] "~- 0 

where we use the property that the expectation operator operates only on the 
terms which contain the random phase angle, and that the expectation of  a cosine 
or a sine of  a uniformly distributed random phase angle is zero. 

Finally, we show that the expected autocorrelation function of  the field 
f(xl,  xz) indeed approximates the Fourier cosine transform of  the spectral density 
function: 

NI N2 NI N2 

E[f(xl, x2)f(x3, x4)] = e Z Z S Z (S2(~kz)W('OI~, ~02~)S2(03,~) 
k = l  l = l  m = l  n = l  

�9 W ( ~ l m ,  r + ('O21X2 + ~kl) 

" cos(o:lmx3 + oJ2~x4 + ~bm~)] (AI)  

The expectation of  the product of  the cosines is zero unless thkz = ~m,, that is 
k = m and l = n. We use the role 2 cos o~ cos fl = cos(or + r )  + cos(u - r )  
and obtain 

E[COS(COIkXl + ('~ "1- ~kl) COS(('OlkX3 -'1- 6O2lX 4 -~- ~)kl)] 

= �89 + x3) + 0~2l(x2 + x4) "1- 2~bk/)] 

+ �89 - x3) + ~2t(x2 - x4))] 

The first term on the right side is again zero. The second term represents the 
expectation of  a term without a random term and thus is equal to �89 
- x3) + o~2t(x2 - x4)). Therefore,  we can simplify .Equation (A1) 

Ni N2 

E[f(xl, xE)f(x3, x4)] = ~ ~ S2(~u) COS(Ohk(Xl -- X3) 
k = l  l ~ 1  

-I- t.,02/(X 2 - -  X4))W(O)lk , 0)2l ) ( m 2 )  

The autocorrelati0n function E[f(xl, x2)f(x3, x4)] must approach the Fourier 
cosine transform of  the spectral density function. Hence,  we must have 
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E[f(xj, x2) f (x3 ,  X4)] = I _ ~  I _ ~  S2(wk/) COS(601(xl -- x3) 

"{- (.d2(X 2 -- X4) ) 6(.0160) 2 (A3) 

This shows that whenever the sum in Equation (A2) approaches the integral in 
Equation (A3) the generated field is expected to approach the correct autoco- 
variance structure. When the appropriate weighting functions are introduced, 
Equation (A2) is a numerical approximation of Equation (A3). Therefore, the 
fields generated with Equation (1) approach a Gaussian field with a zero mean 
and a given autocovariance structure. Such a field is statistically uniquely defined 
(Kampen, 1992). This completes our proof. 

The generating equation of a random field value for a three-dimensional 
field is 

N1 N2 N3 
g(Xl, X2, X3) -~- N~ Z Z Z (S3(O)klm)W(0)lk , 0)21 , 0)3m)) 1/2 

k=l l=1 m=l 

�9 COS(~lkXI "l- 0)2lX2 "4- O)3mX 3 d- ~klm) (A4) 

The proof that Equation (A4) leads to a field with the correct expected statistical 
properties is analogous completely to the 2-D situation. 

APPENDIX B. STATISTICAL PROPERTIES OF FINITE FIELDS 

The expected properties of finite fields are not always the same as the 
properties of infinite fields if the values are compared to the sample averages of 
the finite fields. For example, the expected variance of a fBm (infinite) field is 
infinite. However, the estimated variance of a sample fBm field is never infinite 
as the values are likely to be similar to the sample average values in the highly 
autocorrelated fields. In general, the variance of a finite field (with respect to 
the sample average) is smaller than the expected variance of an infinite field. 
Also, the sample average can deviate considerably from the expected mean and 
will be different for each realization. The expected variance of the sample mean 
is infinite for IBm fields but finite for fields with an exponential semivariogram. 
We therefore calculate only the variance and the standard deviation of the var- 
iance for the fBm fields. We prefer to give the results of the statistical properties 
in terms of the integral to which the values would tend if we would have 
generated an infinite number of points in the finite field. In the most tedious 
situation, we obtain a quadruple integral which can be evaluated by standard 
numerical methods (Press and others, 1992, p. 161-164). 

The variance var(m) of the sample mean m (with autocorrelated values 
within the sample) can be obtained in many textbooks (Vanmarcke, 1983) and 
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can be derived as follows: without loss of  generality we can here and in all the 
examples below consider the variable xi translated with respect to the expected 
mean, that is E[x] = O. 

var(m) = E X i = E ~ xix j 
i=1 i= j = l  

1 I f ' I f ' I f ' I f "  ---- ~ C([r~ - rel)dxldx2dyldy2 
031) 

where L is the length of  the sample field and Ax = Ay = L/x/N; we confine 
ourselves to 2-D square fields. We  identify E[xixj] = C([r/  - ryl) as the au- 
tocorrelation function. 

We can transform the integral in Equation (B1) to an integral over  the unit 
square (xi "-* xl /L,  etc.). We also can introduce radial coordinates (r) and solve 
analytically the integration toward r to reduce to a triple integral. 

We proceed to sketch the derivation of  the sample variance (var) o f  a finite 
field. 

val" ~ E i=1~ xi - ~]j~=lXJ 

" 1 N Nxjx~ 
: E i= x/2 -- ~ j = l  k=l  

= I2 I2 I: I2 ~'(Ir,- r2[)dx,dx2dyldy2 

We use the stafionarity assumption and identified a 2 - E[xixj] = 3,(Irl - rjl) 
as the semivariogram. The variance is a 2. The integral can be reduced to a 
triple integral in exactly the same way as the given integral. The result is finite 
also for IBm fields. 

Now we turn to evaluate the variance o f  the sample variance var(var). 

_ 1  N 2 2 _ 1  ~ \2q  

1 N  N N N N 

�9 = = N i = l k = l  
N N N N 

1 ~_~ E ~ ~ EtXkXlXmXn]- var2(x) 
" l -N4k=l l=lm=in=l  
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We use the well-known relation for normal fields (Yang and Lake, 1989) 

E[XlX2X3X4] = E[xix2]E[x3x4] + E[xlx3]E[x2x 4] + E[XlX4]E[x2x3] 

and obtain 
N N N N 

2 
1 ~ ~,, E[x~]E[x~] + E ~ E[xixj]e[xixj]  

v a t ( v a t )  ~- - ~  i = l  j = l  - ~  i = l  j = l  

N N N 
2 

N3 ~=, ~_~ N E[x2i] E[x~:xll 
i =  k = l  l=1  

N N N N N N N 

N 3 i =  k=l~ l=1 ~ E[XiXk]E[XiXl] -k ~ k= I= I m = 1 n = I 

E[xkxt]E[xmXn] - var2(x) 

It is convenient to express the result in terms of the semivariograrn ,y rather than 
in terms of the autocorrelation function. After some algebraic manipulations 
entirely analogous to the procedures used, we obtain 

i ' i ' i ' i  I var(var) = 2 7 2 ( I r l  - r2l)  dxldx2dyldy2 - 4 
0 0 0 0 

I i  I i  I i  I i  I i  I i  3 ' ( [ r l - r21 ,  

�9 7(Ir~ - r3l)dxldx2dyldy2dx3dy3 

+ 3  Ii  I i  I i  "Y(lrl- r21)dXldr2dyldy2 

The sixfold integral can be reduced to a quadruple integral by using cylindrical 
coordinates and the analytical solution of the radial dependent part. 

APPENDIX C: 2-D SPECTRAL DENSITY FUNCTION FOR fBm 

We only sketch the derivation of $2 as the detailed derivation for IBm has 
been described extensively elsewhere (Bruining, 1992). The procedure is to 
determine first the 1-D spectral density function $1(~ ) as the Fourier cosine 
transform of the covariance function C(s) (Vanmarckc, 1983) 

1~** C(s) cos(o~s) ds (C1) Sl(o,) ~r dO 
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Subsequently we use Equation (C-4), proposed by Tsuji (1955), to transform 
Sl(w) to the 2-D spectral-density function $2(~0). For second-order stationary 
fields the covariance function C(s) is the variance minus the variogram 3`(s), 
both of which are assumed to be known. Here we denote the lag-distance by s. 
For IBm, the variogram function is 3,(s) = 3/o s2H where 3'o is a variance param- 
eter (the variogram at s = 1) and H is the Hurst or intermittency coefficient. 
The variance is infinite because 3`(s) increases without bound as s increases. 
However, if we define the variance as the limit of 3  ̀as R approaches infinity, 
we can write the covariance function as 

C(s) = lim 3`o R2H - 3`o S2H (iBm) (C2) 
g~ct~  

In spite of the infinite term in Equation (C2) expressions for the spectral density 
functions are bounded. Indeed, substitution into Equation (C 1) leads, after par- 
tial integration, the cancelling of two identical terms (which tend to infinity) 
and the use of Abramowitz and Stegun (1972) to simplify the relevant mathe- 
matical functions, to the following expression of the 1-D spectral density func- 
tion. 

/-/% 1 
Sl(~ : 2H + I (iBm) (C3) 

F(1 - 2/-/) cos(H~r) w 

The 1-D spectral density function S~(w) can be transformed to the 2-D spectral 
density function S2(w) (Tsuji, 1955). 

( ) ,~ &0--~ ~ S,(w,) x/~w~ - co 2 dr01 (C4) 

Substitution of Equation (C3) and some tedious algebra lead to an integral that 
can be evaluated by comparison to an integral given by Gradshteyn and Ryzhik 
(1979) [p. 285, eq. (3)1. Using the properties of the gamma-function (Abra- 
mowitz and Stegun, 1972) leads to a simple expression for the 2-D spectral 
density function for IBm 

H2"),o 22H 1"(/-/) 2 sin(H~r) 
S2(( '~ - -  71- 2 O)2H + 2 ( C 5 )  

APPENDIX D. 2-D SPECTRAL-DENSITY FUNCTION FOR fGn  

Sl(w) = 2//7o(1 - c0s(0)(~))/(71"~ 2(-02H+ l)F(2H)sin(HTr) into Eq. (C4) to 
obtain the 2-D spectral density function for fGn is rather unwieldy. Consequently 
its numerical evaluation may give rise to some intricate problems. Therefore, 
we here give not only the full expression but also some limiting expansions. 
We use Abramowitz and Stegun (1972), Gradshteyn and Ryzhik (1979), Prud- 
nikov, Brychkov, and Marichev (1986), and Oberhettinger (1990) to determine 
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and simplify the relevant analytical expressions. The full expression for the 
2-D spectral density function for fGn reads 

2H~oP(2H) sin(Hr0 (. ~ F ( / - / +  1) 
S2(~ = r2 \6EF(H + �89 + 2 

1 ( ~  ( ~ )  (~  3 - 4 '  ) 6(..02H+ 1 B , H IF2 - H; 1 - H, 2'  

2H+l F ( - H )  ; H + ~ , H +  1; 

+ - 2 -  r ( H  + ~) 

2 H +  1 (~  (~  ) ( 1 1 - 4  6z) 
62022H+2 B , H + 1 IF2 --~ -- H; - H ,  2'  

+ T r( t t  + ~) 

�9 ; H +  2, H + 2'  (D1) 

The equation uses the beta function B(#, ~) = r ( . ) r ( ~ ) / I ' ( .  + ~). It also uses 
the hypergeometric function ,F2(a; b, c; z) = r ~  (a)kzk/((b)~(c)kk!) with the 
definition (a), = a(a + 1)(a + 2) . . . (a + n - 1) and (a)0 = 1. The function 
must not be confused with the Gauss hypergeometric function 2Fl(a, b; c; z) = 
F,~ (a)k(b)kz~/((c)ek!) (see Abramowitz and Stegun, 1972). 

The numerical evaluation of Equation (D1) can be achieved by substituting 
the first 40 terms of the sum that represents the hypergeometric series. Round- 
off errors will dominate the numerical evaluation unless one notes that the first 
term cancels with the leading part of the fourth term, that is 

62wzn + 2 2 ' 

It can be shown that the expression (D1) for low frequencies (w << 1/6) reduces 
to the spectral density function obtained from the autocovariance function of 
fGn for {5 - > 0, that is 

lim C(s, 6) = lim 70 6)2H 2s2H 
6 ~ o  ~ o  2 - ~  <<s + - + Is - 612"> 

= 7oH(2H - 1)s 2H-2  

The application of the procedure as used here gives the following expressions 
of the 2-D spectral-density function for fGn in the limit that {5 --* 0. 
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H3,oF(2H) sin(H~r) F(H) 
lim $2(~0, 5) = ~ o  ~ r(H -t~)o0 2H 

It is not easy to prove whether the spectral-density function given by Equation 
(D1) for finite values of the smoothing parameter 5 is always positive. In the 
numerical evaluation negative values do occur, which formally indicates that 
fGn is not a viable model in 2-D (Vanmarcke, 1983, p. 105). In Appendix E, 
we argue that in spite of this in practice fGn can be used as a 2-D and 3-D 
heterogeneity model. 

APPENDIX E. 3-D SPECTRAL DENSITY FUNCTIONS 

Perhaps contrary to intuition, the derivation of a 3-D spectral density func- 
tion is easier than the derivation of a 2-D spectral density function (Tsuji, 1955), 
that is 

1 fdSl(601) ~ 
$3(60) = - - -  (El) 

2ro~ (. Aw I )o~I=w 

Equation (El) can be evaluated easily for fBm and fGn and yields 

H"/o 2H + 1 
Ss(~~ = 2rF(1 - 2H) cos(Hr) r § (fBm) 

and 

H'yo 
Ss(~o) = ~ P(2H) sin(HTr) 

(E2) 
( 2 / / +  1)(1 - cos(~05)) + 0o5 sin(coS) 1 

2U+3 (fGn) 52 o0 

Equation (E2) shows that, formally, fGn with a finite value of the smoothing 
parameter 5 cannot be used as a 3-D heterogeneity model because the spectral 
density function can become negative as 00 >> 1/5 (see Vanmarcke, 1983, p. 
105). 

For many practical purposes, the frequency components co >> 1/5 add 
detail for scales smaller than the smoothing parameter 5 and thus have no phys- 
ical meaning. Hence, in practice, one can use Equation (E2) up to a frequency 
where S3(w) becomes zero to obtain the low-frequency part of the 3-D spectral- 
density function for fGn, and assume that the high-frequency part of the 3-D 
spectral-density function is zero. Other arguments in favor of the practical (for- 
mally erroneous) approach is that (i) fGn with 5 ~ 0 also can be used as a 
3-D model and (ii) there is some arbitrariness in the use of the smoothing 
parameter which is introduced essentially to define fGn as some type of deriv- 
ative of fBm. 


